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SYNERGI™ LIFE
Dashboard

Synergi Life reflects the overall principles required by management and learning theories for
collecting, processing, analysing and communicating data and results. These four essential steps
are central to the Synergi Life concept for facilitating continuous improvement, and are naturally
reflected in its standard start-up screens and dashboards.

With Synergi Life you can design your start-up screen based
on your own preferences and information needs. Through the
standardized yet flexible dashboards, you can get a bird’s-eye
view or drill down to more subject-dependent and specific
dashboards.

The dashboards show either verified corporate information or
data that is dependent on context, such as user profiles and
access rights. The intelligent dashboards will understand which
modules, organizations and areas each user has access to and
display only relevant information.

You can save any KPI, trend, diagram, table or chart as a favourite
search. Each one of these saved reports can be presented either
as an ad hoc link or embedded into one of the live dashboards.
You are able to design, define and distribute dashboards
according to company guidelines and practices.

As Synergi Life is used in a wide range of areas, it allows all
proactive and reactive data to be recorded and managed in
a single solution. It ensures that risk information is distributed
globally and is accessible to the right people, business units
and process owners in real time. We enable your organization to
make informed decisions with accurate data.

From the start-up page, the information is at your fingertips,
giving you access to the most relevant modules for collecting
information, accessing the assigned cases and actions, and
reaching the most appropriate information for analysing and
communicating key performance indicators and trends.
All of the information is available through the navigation screens
and can be viewed either through ad hoc search and reporting,
predefined favourites and searches, predefined formatted
reports (i.e. PowerPoint, Excel) or the built-in Synergi Life
Dashboard.

The system’s standard reports and dashboard provide an
intuitive and graphical overview of a selection of relevant
indicators and areas of concern. By building on this standard
technology, companies can design and develop this according to
their own requirements. No programming or IT technical
knowledge is needed to perform these changes.
We offer customers training courses that include tips, tricks and
best practice related to building custom dashboards. This is of
particular interest to companies wanting to use internal resources
in configuring their custom dashboards.

For more information, go to
www.dnvgl.com/synergilife
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